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1.0 Purpose of the Report 
 
1.1 The purpose of the report is to bring Members up to date in regard to a 

proposal to keep bees on allotment sites within Newton Aycliffe. 
 
2.0 Background  

  
2.1    During an Environment Committee meeting on 16th January 2013 there was 

a presentation by Darlington Bee Keepers Association (DBKA). Following 
the presentation Members recommended that ‘Bee hives be welcomed on 
an appropriate site although approval would need to be sought from the 
Allotment Manager and tenants of adjoining allotment plots’. 

 
 Officers were asked to identify suitable locations for bee hives when a 

formal application to keep bees was made. 
 
2.2 An application was made by a local resident to keep bees on an appropriate 

allotment site on 24th January 2018. 
 
3.0 Current Situation 
 
3.1 The current application is from an experienced bee keeper, who has 

completed an introduction course via the DBKA, has affiliated insurance/ 
membership to this Club and has kept bees prior to this application. 

 
3.2 Following various discussions there is a clear verbal interest by numerous 

residents to keep bees within the Parish. It may prove advantageous for 
both potential keepers and the Council to provide a short informal course at 
Moore Lane Eco Centre to explain more about bee keeping. DBKA are 
willing to lead a workshop at minimal cost which highlights what is required 
to establish a hive, bee husbandry, time commitments required and legal 
and ethical requirements.  

 
3.3 Participants of the workshop who were still interested in keeping bees would 

then be directed to attend a full course in Darlington. After the course is 
completed successfully, the participants would be able to join the British 
Beekeepers Association, this membership includes the necessary insurance 
required to keep bees. 

 



3.4  Once an applicant has completed the necessary training and has the 
appropriate insurance, the Council would be reassured that all safeguards 
have been taken to minimise the risk to other allotment plot holders and 
members of the public. 

 
3.5 Officers have visited all the allotment sites and identified various potential 

locations. However, the most appropriate location is found at St Oswald’s 
Allotments site. (See Appendix 1). 

 
3.6 The preferred location would be in a discreet location of the allotment site, 

away from other allotment plots. Most plot holders would not pass the 
proposed plots and so would be unaffected by the bees’ presence.  

 
3.7 The location is away from residential properties and has a thick border of 

woodland to screen the area from non- allotment holders. However, it would 
be proposed that if this site was selected, a screen be placed along the 
fence line to provide an additional visual screen from members of the public 
to reduce the risk of vandalism.  

 
3.8 It is foreseen that by encouraging the number of potential bee keepers in 

the area, this will improve husbandry skills through shared knowledge and 
skills to reduce the risk of loss or swarming. 

 
4.0 Policy implications 
 
4.1 Adopting the recommendations would assist the delivery of the following 

Council aims and targets. 
 

 Aim 3 - To provide accessible, affordable leisure facilities and 
opportunities. 
 

 Aim 5 - To contribute to the environmental improvement of Aycliffe 
by managing and developing parks, play areas and greenspaces. 

 
5.0 Staffing Implications 
 
5.1 None 
 
6.0 Financial Implications 
 
6.1 There will be a small increase in allotment income with the development of a 

new type of tenancy agreement.  
 
6.2 There may also be a small cost of establishing the new plots in regard to 

fencing and screenings. 
 
7.0 Crime and Disorder 
 
7.1 There is a risk that the hives could be a target for vandalism.  
 
7.2 With good husbandry the risk of swarming is greatly reduced.  
 
8.0 Equal Opportunities 
 
8.1 None 



 
9.0  Environmental Implications  
 
9.1 The introduction of Honey Bees is known to improve the strength and yields 

of local crops and vegetation. This should therefore benefit local horticultural 
allotment sites. 

 
9.2 Invertebrates are known to be on the decline; with responsible bee keeping 

this can help reduce this decline. 
 
10.0 Recommendation 
 
10.1 It is recommended that: 
 

(i) Members receive the report for information. 
 

   (ii) Members consider the benefits of having bees located within the 
allotment sites. 

 
   (iii)  Members consider Officer’s recommendations to encourage bee 

keeping at St Oswald’s allotment site in the location highlighted. 
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